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Special Meeting - Budget Meeting #3 Community Input for the 2021-2022 School Year (Wednesday, February 17,
2021)
Generated by Evelyn Holland on Monday, February 22, 2021
 
Members present 
Laurie Gibson-Parker, Debra Williams, Danielle Spinner, Daisy Maxwell-Cisse, Carlos Worthy, April Maxwell-Henley, Alexis Harkley,
Mike Bird, Corvena Francis-Denton
 
 
Meeting called to order at 6:01 PM
 
 
1. Opening Meeting
 
 
Procedural: 1.2 Pledge of Allegiance
 
Procedural: 1.3 Roll Call
 
 
Action: 1.4 Approval of Agenda
Motion to Approve Agenda.
 
Motion by Carlos Worthy, second by Danielle Spinner.
Final Resolution: Motion Passed
Yes: Laurie Gibson-Parker, Debra Williams, Danielle Spinner, Daisy Maxwell-Cisse, Carlos Worthy, April Maxwell-Henley, Alexis
Harkley, Mike Bird, Corvena Francis-Denton

 
2. Board Meeting Comments
 
Information, Procedural: 2.1 Board President's Statement
 
Information: 2.2 Superintendent's Comment
District held training on Kagan Strategies for grades 1-12 Structured strategies in the classroom, interaction and engagement for all
students.  Kagan Strategies touch every student in every lesson.  The 2nd part will be in March.  I would like to thank the board for
approving the training.
 
Information: 2.3 Public's Comments
None
 
 
Information: 2.4 Superintendent's Response
None
 
 
Information: 2.5 Board Member Comments
None
 
 
3. Miscellaneous Items
 
Information: 3.1 Budget Meeting #3 Community Input (The entire presentation can be found as an attachment on the
2/17/21 agenda, under miscellaneous item 3.1)

Third budget meeting
Favorite quote "Education is the Most Powerful Lesson to Change the World"
Overview/Review of updates

          1.  In-house Security/Substitutes
          2.  Restructuring
          3.  Curriculum
          4.  Building and Grounds recommendations
          5.  Budget Management schedule and agenda
 
Kelvin L. Smith, Assistant Superintendent for Business/Board Secretary
No substantial update and recommending transfers stay the same.  Next Tuesday will receive notice from Governor and by Thursday
should have numbers to be in position to know where state numbers will be.
 
Dr. Neely Hackett, Superintendent of Schools
Gave a proposal on in-house security guards.  Stated that the last time the district had in-house guards was 2017-2018 school year
and had 17 guards.  The district uses a service now and has 20 guards.  The district is saving by privatizing security.  Cost analysis
was done by using surrounding districts who had similarities to Willingboro.  It showed that some districts instead of using in-house
substitutes or Private companies used SRO's or retired law enforcement.  Those districts who didn't have to pay for benefits saw a
savings and those who did pay for benefits cost was higher.
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Kelvin L. Smith
In the past Willingboro has used SRO's, but when we looked into retired law enforcement, it was decided that what to pay them was
too high along with benefits.  It was the same thing for clerical, it was decided at the time that paying both salaries and benefits the
district wouldn't be able to keep it in-house, and the only way to make the budget was to privatize for security and clerical,
which showed savings on benefits.
 
Cherelle Tolor, Director of Personnel
Gave an analysis on In-house substitutes by using surrounding districts.  The pay rate plays an important role in the fill rate and for
Willingboro to be able to become more competitive with surrounding districts, they should look into increasing substitute pay.  It was
suggested that someone would need to help with setting up for trainings, keeping track of attendance, implementing schedules,
running different programs, and contacting substitutes as needed, all while making sure each substitute is in compliance with state
requirements.  My proposed plan is to continue with a vendor and allow the district to secure 100 applicants while developing a
process to determine a daily rate that's competitive along with hiring a Substitute Coordinator.
 
Superintendent
I am recommending to keep security service as it is with substitutes, and I recommend the plan Ms. Tolor provided.
 
Discussion
Debra Williams - This is great looking to get in-house substitutes.  Past years, we have been pulling teachers to be substitutes. 
When a Librarian is pulled that means 6 classes are being deprived, and we end up paying teachers more than what we would pay a
substitute.  In the past there was a sub caller, who called between 6:00am through 8:00am if teachers were out.  It seems like
everything is computerized now, so I don't know what a Substitute Coordinator would be doing.
 
Superintendent - Stated that once the sub pool grows and grows, that would determine how long a coordinator is needed and we
would come up with stipend amount, and once we begin by 2022-2023 we hope to have 100 substitutes in the pool.
 
Corvena Francis-Denton - Who will be responsible for putting in the data.
 
Superintendent - Everyone will have a piece of it, but the sub coordinator will have the bulk of it, monitoring paid sick leave,
fingerprinting, and the application process.  Will need about a year then we won't need the vendor as much.
 
April Maxwell-Henley - The data coming in from areas that compare with us show pay rate higher.  I say give them the money and
hold them accountable.
 
Superintendent - Not a lot of districts are doing in-house services.  The districts mentioned are districts that responded.  The
questions were put out there by Ms. Tolor regarding what salaries to pay to keep substitutes loyal in one district and not in another. 
I would suggest to keep hybrid for next year and look for more information.  We must be competitive, but not go over budget and
use what we had for current vendor.  We won't know until we build up a pool.  The restructuring of ECDC will involve putting
together an exploratory committee in the upcoming year.  Informed the board about the two demographers and gave cost analysis
from both for general studies and scenarios.
 
Debra Williams - Talked about the scenario of two middle schools for grades 5-8 at Levitt and Memorial, and redeveloping
elementary schools.  I don't think two middle schools would be good.  At one time there was the 6th grade academy and parents
stayed, and the last restructuring put 5th and 6th grades together and parents liked that, you can send out surveys and have
parents speak on it.
 
Superintendent - Parents expressed concerns about having too many schools with 4 to 5 children to pick up.  Will see what parents
want and do the research with other districts. Can get started, but would like to wait for surveys.  Action steps for creation of
scenarios and projections year to year is a lot of work and takes a significant amount of time.  From April 1st - June 30th will look to
pick a demographer, and it will take 12 weeks for a general study and scenarios, and Mr. Silva will look at the scenarios and then
submit to board each scenario with transportation analysis.  By November/December I will hold 1st parent forum on re-zoning,
which will be very critical and beneficial.  The second forum with new scenarios will be in February/March and will send to parents
the school their children will attend.  Will send out hardship forms, and will review and respond by April, and April through June
making preparation for July 2022-2023 school year if the proposal is accepted by the board.
 
Alexis Harkley - Is this under current budget and is the money there.
 
Superintendent - If board gives permission, there is money available, and referred to Mr. Smith, and he responded that there was
about 8 to 9 thousand.  Discussion of the Alternative School and the cost of transportation for the enrollment of 23 students is about
90k a year, and has never needed more than 2 buses, and school more to run when it comes to salaries.
 
Debra Williams - What's on role isn't what's in attendance.  The students aren't going, and don't know what can be done to make
them come.  Attendance is bad a might have one student in google meet.
 
Superintendent - Need to find out what's happening attendance wise, and set up an attendance policy.  Even if the students are sent
out of district, we would still have to pay if they don't show up, and will still have to service.
 
Danielle Spinner - The staffing number for the Alternative School on paper is it a savings to send out, and would we save or would
staff go somewhere else.
 
Superintendent - If students go to BCIS staff would be reassigned by tenure, if they aren't tenured they would be removed, and
there would be a savings.
 
Kelvin Smith - This is based on the 23 students.  If you hit maximum number cost would grow.
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Superintendent - Right now there is a cost savings of 400k for staff, but not with transportation.  If the numbers grow, it would cost
more to send out because more transportation would be needed.
 
Debra Williams - Should we be considering more than just the cost.  The students don't get electives and just getting basic courses. 
I know it would it be great to save, but if kids are getting better education is's worth it.
 
Superintendent - Increased staff by two, so students could get electives and have put things in place.  Students have to be in front
of teachers and not on-line.  Continue to work to make better.  This is budget so committed to provide the best education
that student's deserve.  If the board wants to consider this you can, we just wanted to show comparisons.  Have to put money into
school to be successful and to improve the instructional program.  If the board would like additional information, I will check to see if
I can get a virtual tour of BCAS if it's the will of the board.
 
Alexis Harkley - Once a student goes into the alternative program how do they come out.
 
Superintendent - It is based on the reason a student goes, and then we  have to put something in place.
 
Corvena Francis-Denton - 19% of students are receiving special education, are the 20 at Alternative School special education and
how might that number change, how quickly and is it equally spread out.
 
Superintedent - Would have to do a grade level break down of IEP's.
 
Corvena Francis-Denton - If more are receiving services in elementary, now numbers might change as they get to middle school and
high school.
 
Superintendent - Is it your understanding that all are IEP students.  I believe more are general education students having difficulty
in a regular setting.  It will be hard to do an analysis, can look at numbers over years average to end of year data using age, credits
as a freshman, and discipline.  There are various reasons why they go to the Alternative School.
 
April Maxwell-Henley - Wanted to know if the classes weere separated by grades, if they did the same work, and if there was only
one lunch period.  It's like sending them off to prison and not giving them any help.  Having everything the same, it isn't necessary
to keep finding money hidden somewhere.
 
Superintendent - We budget on numbers.  The health benefits budgets for a family at 40K, if that isn't used, you have additional
money to use.  I haven't seen the Alternative School, but no middle school students are there.  Lots of programs in place to build
climate, you have a behavioral specialist and counselor with resources.  Not aware of two students not getting along.  The beauty of
it is you have flexibility.  If the numbers stay at 23 it may be more beneficial to send out, but not sure numbers will stay the same
and then will go over what is budgeted.  We are making strides and improvements needed.
 
April Henley - Can find money for a demographer when we need to, but can we find money for our students if they can't read or do
math, I'm not tickled.
 
Superintendent - The money budgeted this year for ESS didn't get used because of the pandemic, so can pull from there to get a
demographer or make repairs.  I understand your concerns.
 
Nadine Tribbett, Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Instruction 
Talked about curriculum writing and the instructional training with Kagan to improve students achievement, textbook adoption of
ELA, knowledge retained to catch students up, stem projects for the gifted and talented, keeping students up with new technology
for everyday use and to make sure students are competitive and able to compete and be part of the 21st century.  This is designed
to start at elementary level all the way up.  Students with disabilities is at 19% which is above state mandate.  Did some
comparisons with other districts whose enrollment is similar but students classified percentage lower.  Need to know what we are
doing to make sure just not being classified, our numbers are way too high and must put something in place.  Have interventions
Tier 1,2, and 3 if struggling emotionally and socially not academically and doing interventions along the way.  Put corrective action
plan and document and establish goals to address needs.  If it's working have it documented for everyone to see and must be more
proactive with quality of support.
 
Kelvin Smith, Assistant Superintendent for Business/Board Secretary
Talked about Building and Grounds and repairs that are safety related.  Patch work done concerned about safety, the bleachers at
the high school need to be replaced, the last 10 years barely passed inspection, and the estimated cost would be around 175k to
225k, tracks at Memorial and Levitt need repairs or replaced, hard to get quotes and won't know until weather clears.  We do have
budget for classroom furniture that we didn't use, and it should be enough,
roofing repairs in bad shape at various schools, will get estimates and next time will have hard numbers.  The bleachers are very
concerning, if nothing else put money in budget for that.
 
Discussion
Alexis Harkley - It would be helpful if we had the estimates for the tracks.
 
Mike Bird - Spending lots of money every year to maintain, and no numbers at all.
 
Kelvin Smith - It was stated an estimated cost of 175K to 225K.
 
Debra Williams - Happy to see classroom furniture is in budget.  What about recommendation for high school librarian, and Memorial
and Levitt schools doesn't have a library, can we put that in the budget. It's odd that we want to move students, but we don't have
access to libraries for research.
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Superintendent - Librarians were not part of the process, will look at the libraries at the schools and speak with the principals.  Lots
of research is being done on the chrome books.
 
Cherelle Tolor - Gave the dates for the next budget meeting and informed the board and public of the date change for March 29,
2021 budget meeting would be changed to March 10, 2021, because the budget is due at the County Office by March 22, 2021.
 
Superintendent - Went over criteria for the February 24th budget meeting and informed board that if they had any final concerns
they could bring them to the next meeting.
 
 
4. Executive Session
 
Action: 4.1 Resolution to Go Into Closed Executive Session
 
Action: 4.2 Come Out of Closed Executive Session
 
 
5. Meeting Closing
 
Action: 5.1 Adjournment
Motion to Adjourn
 
Motion by Debra Williams, second by Laurie Gibson-Parker.
Final Resolution: Motion Passed
Yes: Laurie Gibson-Parker, Debra Williams, Danielle Spinner, Carlos Worthy, April Maxwell-Henley, Alexis Harkley, Mike Bird, Corvena
Francis-Denton
Not Present at Vote: Daisy Maxwell-Cisse

 
 


